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Abstract –This work aims to enhance the performances of 
Microbial Fuel Cells. Bundled carbon nanofibers with 
average diameter from 100 nm to 1 µm were then prepared 
from polyacrylonitrile through electrospinning process. The 
spun nanofibers were oxidatively stabilized at 280 °C in air 
and thermally treated at 600 °C under inert atmosphere for 
1 hour. Morphological and physical properties were 
measured, demonstrating the graphitic character of carbon 
nanofibers processed at 600 °C. In particular the electrical 
conductivity of the nanofiber mats  is close to  2.47⋅10-3 
S/cm. Cytotoxicity tests were performed demonstrating the 
suitability of the carbon based nanofibers to host living 
microorganisms. The formation of a biofilm was finally 
evaluated through field emission scanning electron 
microscopy analysis, showing a very good interaction 
between carbon nanofibers and bacteria, and the 
development of a densely connected biofilm. These good 
results open the door to application for anodic electrode in 
microbial fuel cells.  

Index Terms – Carbon Nanofibers, cytotoxicity, 
electrospinning, microbial Fuel Cells, polyacrynolitrile. 

I.  NOMENCLATURE 
Polyacrinolytrile (PAN); Microbial Fuel Cells 

(MFCs); N-N dimethylformamide (DMF); commercial 
felt (CF); Field scanning microscopy (FESEM) 

II.  INTRODUCTION 
MFCs are bio-electrochemical systems that convert 

chemical energy into electrical energy from the 
respiratory metabolic profit of electrochemically active 
bacteria. MFCs are one of the most promising 
technologies to produce renewable electrical energy. 
However, it is still necessary to enhance the device 

performances in order to grant its diffusion. In particular, 
new anodic electrodes materials, with good electrical 
properties and able to support microorganisms growth, 
have to be investigated. For the  fabrication of electrodes 
for energy applications carbon has been found as most 
promising material in its various forms like powder, 
fibers and mats. Porous carbon nanofibers have extremely 
high length to diameter ratio, nanoscale diameter and 
ultrahigh specific surface area as compared to other 
carbon materials [1,2]. To generate electricity using 
bacteria in MFCs, highly conductive non corrosive 
materials are needed; those materials must  have a high 
specific surface area and an open structure to avoid 
biofouling [3]. The nanofibers have been obtained 
through the electrospinning technology. The 
elettrospinning process produces fibers as a continuous 
charged polymeric jet by means of an electrical potential 
applied between the needle of the syringe and a grounded 
collector. The aim of this work is to evaluate the 
application of bundled carbon nanofibers as anode in 
MFCs.  

III.  EXPERIMENTAL SECTIONS 

A.  Material and Methods 
PAN (average molecular weight Mw=150,000 kDa) 

and DMF (assay 99.8%) were purchased from Sigma 
Aldrich. Samples were prepared by electrospinning 
solutions containing 12wt% PAN in DMF. The 
electrospinning parameters have been defined as 
summarized in the TABLE I. The two values of flow rate 
permit to obtain different morphological properties of the 
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mat of nanofibers and to compare the different interaction 
between the material and the bacteria growth.  

TABLE I  
Electrospinning parameters defined during the process. 

Samples Voltage (kV) Distance (cm) Time of process 
(hour) 

Flow rate 
(mL/h) 

PAN_0.2 15 15 1 0.2 
PAN_0.4 15 15 1 0.4 

 
As spun these nanofibers were stabilized at 280 °C in 

air and thermally treated at 600°C under inert atmosphere 
for 1h to obtain conductive carbon nanofibers. The 
resulting samples are nonwoven mats of graphitic 
conductive nanofibers with a high surface area. Raman 
spectroscopy showed the typical G-bands and D-bands of 
graphitic materials, confirming this feature in the 
nanofibers, as represented in the Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1 Raman spectroscopy conducted on the sample PAN_0.2  

The morphology of the nonwoven mats of nanofibers 
was characterized by FESEM: bundled carbon nanofibers 
were observed in all samples. In particular the mat of  
PAN_0.2 nanofibers have a diameter smaller , closes to 1 
µm, than the diameter of the nanofibers of  PAN_0.4, of 
about 1.5 µm, as shown in the Fig. 2.  

  
Fig. 2 Fesem characterization of the morphology of the 2 mat of 
nanofibers respectively PAN_0.2 on left and PAN_0.4 on the right. 
 

Moreover it has been investigated the cytotoxicity and 
the biofilm interaction with the mat of nanofiber in 
comparison with commercial electrode material CF. The 
inclusion of the material within a gel made of agar, 
sodium acetate, peptone and the microorganism, reveals 
no cytotoxicity seeing as the bacteria proliferated and 
spread uniformly in all plates containing the nanofibers of 
PAN. To investigate the interaction between the bacteria 
and the material,  the samples have been then put in a 
solution of sodium acetate for 1 month. The formation of 
biofilm has been finally investigated through a FESEM 
analysis, showing a very good interaction with a 
nanofibers of PAN. The development of a densely 
connected biofilm results better in the mat of PAN_0.2 
than the biofilm  in CF and in PAN_0.4, as represented in 
the Fig. 3. In the PAN_0.2 sample, it is possible evaluate 
the development of  a densely connected biofilm. 

 
Fig. 3 The comparison of the different biofilms on CF, on left, on  
PAN_0.2 on the middle and on PAN_0.4 on the right. 

Finally the electrical properties of the carbon 
nanofibers were investigated, showing a value of 
conductivity equal to  2.47⋅10-3 S/cm. This value is 
defined as a function of the resistivity of the sample and 
its thickness of about 4 µm. 

IV.  CONCLUSION 
In this work, we demonstrate the biocompatibility and 

a good conductivity, characterized the mat of carbon 
nanofibers, obtained from PAN as a polymeric precursor. 
The graphitic features of nanofibers of PAN, which are 
pirolysed at 600°C under inert atmosphere, guarantees a 
good conductivity value that ensure the possible 
application of the material as an electrode in MFCs. 
Moreover thanks to the high surface area of nanofibers 
ratio to volume, we evaluated the formation of deeply 
connected of biofilm on nanofibers. The bacteria have a 
better proliferation in the sample of PAN_0.2, than the 
proliferation on CF, a commercial material used as a 
reference material. Probably the good proliferation of 
bacteria on PAN_0.2 is due to an higher porosity of the 
material and to an higher roughness of nanofibers of PAN 
than the fibers of CF. In particular the high porosity of 
nanofibers of PAN_0.2 is due to a lower distribution of 
diameters, while the roughness is induced by the bundled 
carbon nanofibers morphology. All these good results 
open the door to application for anodic electrode in 
MFCs. 
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    Abstract –Microbial Fuel cells (MFCs) have been deeply 
investigated as a key technology for wastewater treatment 
with simultaneous energy recovery. More recently the 
possibility to use of MFCs as biosensors for water quality 
monitoring has gained interest as new emerging application.	
Many studies about MFC-based biosensors have employed 
as inoculum source different consortia from wastewater, 
activated sludge, anaerobic sludge and long term operated 
MFCs. In this work an enriched environmental sample from 
freshwater sediment was use to obtain a high-current and 
fast developing biofilm. In particular two different 
enrichment methods (Geobacter medium and general 
anaerobic medium) were tested in a small single chamber 
air cathode MFC. Electroactive biofilm acclimatation was 
performed applying a 47 Ω external resistance. General 
anaerobic enrichment method exhibited an higher current 
density( 0.6 A/m2) and a shorter start-up time of 5 days. 
This study shows the applicability of the use of enriched 
freshwater sediment samples as inoculum for MFC-based 
biosensor. 
 

Index Terms – environmental inoculum source, 
electroactive biofilm, open-air cathode MFC biosensor. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
The Microbial Fuel Cell (MFC) technology have 
enormous potential as biosensors for water quality 
monitoring, being this system intrinsically sensitive to 
environmental conditions. The current generated by MFC 
directly reflects the metabolic activity of the anodophilic 
bacteria. Temperature, pH, the amount of nutrients 
present in the substrate are among the most important 
factors affecting the behaviour of MFCs, as they affect 
the activity of the biofilm. In the same way the presence 
of a toxicant in the feeding solution can affect the 
microbial metabolism with consequent changes in the 
current generated [1]. In particular small single-chamber 
air-cathode MFC is a promising device architecture to 

minimise any differences in the anolyte concentration at 
the input phase, to enhance the detection range and to 
reduce the sensor response time [2]. Additionally small 
MFCs may be cheap to manufacture using 3D printing 
techniques [3]. Many studies about MFC-based 
biosensors	for toxicant monitoring have used as inoculum 
source different consortia from wastewater, activated 
sludge, anaerobic sludge and long term operated MFCs. 
These inocula required long period for electroactive 
biofilm formation and stabilization, ranging from 25 to 
80 days, under poised anode potential conditions [4] so 
limiting the starting time of the MFC-based biosensors. 
These inoculum samples, effectively, are not the 
preferential sources of exoelectrogens. ElectroActive 
microbial Biofilms (EABfs) are composed by a special 
kind of microorganisms capable of “exocellular” 
respiration, named anode-respiring bacteria(ARB). ARB 
are usually found in anaerobic subsurface environments, 
such as seawater and freshwater sediments, where the low 
redox potential and limited nutrient concentrations 
facilitate exocellular metal-reducing pathways [5]. Other 
microorganisms are actually present in these 
environments (e.g., methanogens and sulfate reducers), 
creating competition for the use of carbon and electron 
donor species [6]. 
   The aim of this study is to achieve a high-current and 
fast developing anodic biofilm using freshwater sediment 
sample as inoculum, in a small single chamber air 
cathode MFC. To obtain this result we decided to 
introduce and  test two different chemical enrichment 
methods, combined with a low external resistance 
acclimatation for fast biofilm formation. The acquirement 
of an high and stable baseline	current output is necessary 
for future test of this device as biosensor for freshwater 
quality monitoring.  


